
Disguise BloodlineDisguise Bloodline
Illusion/Phantasm

Level: 5
Range: Touch
Components: V, S
Casting Time: 1 turn
Duration: 1 turn/level
Area of Effect: Creature touched
Saving Throw: Special

This potent illusion allows the spell recipient to hide the derivation, strength, and characteristics
(both magical and physical) of another bloodline. For example, a scion of Anduiras could appear to
have Brenna's or even Azrai 's bloodline, thus foiling attempts to determine his actual bloodline. The
transformation is undetectable unless a limited wish or a spell of comparable power is cast upon the
recipient.

While under the effect of the spell, the recipient can use only blood abilities permitted by the
illusory bloodline. The blood abilities must have the same effect when used by scions of both the actual
and illusory bloodlines.

For example, a scion of Vorynn disguised as a scion of Brenna could use the alter appearance
blood ability, which works the same for scions of both houses. The ability enhance sense could not be
used, as it affects different sense for each bloodline. The blood ability functions at the same level of
power as it normally does, regardless of the illusory bloodline's strength. Recipients of the disguise
bloodline spell do not gain any blood abilities they do not normally have with their actual bloodlines.

If the spell's recipient tries to use a blood ability that is not allowed by the illusory bloodline, he
must succeed in a saving throw vs. spell to use his natural blood ability. The die roll is subject to a
modifier based on the illusory bloodline strength. If the roll fails, he cannot access bis natural bloodline
and blood abilities.

Dlusory Bloodline Modifier
• tainted +2
• minor 0
• major -2
• great -4

This spell will not affect un-blooded individuals. Sielshegh gems of both the actual and illusory
bloodlines will not respond to a scion under the effects of this spell.

Unlike mask bloodline, this spell is powerful enough to affect the obvious marks borne by many
ersheghlien and awnsbeglieo. If an awnshegh with the blood of Azrai were to cast this spell upon
llimself and disguise his bloodline as that of Brenna, he would look like an ershegh of that bloodline.
His hideous or inhuman features would take on a natural beauty, and the DM would describe him in
completely different terms.

Notes: Common in the BIRTHRIGHT setting; virtually unknown elsewhere.


